
 
 

Friday 8th June 2018 

        By email: transport@accc.gov.au
  
Mr Matthew Schroder 
General Manager 
Infrastructure & Transport – Access & Pricing Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 520 
Melbourne VIC 3001 
Email: transport@accc.gov.au 
 
 
Dear Mr Schroder, 
 
Submission from Southern Shorthaul Railroad in relation to the proposed ARTC 2018 
Intestate Access Undertaking 
 
Southern Shorthaul Railroad (SSR) is a privately-owned rail operator who currently relies on 
ARTC for track access in NSW, Victoria and South Australia in order to service our freight 
customers.  SSR employs more than 250 people with many residing in regional locations and 
owns and operates more than 50 locomotives and 600 freight wagons.   
 
Primarily an export and bulk commodity operator, SSR has a focus on agricultural produce 
including grains, meats and timber.  Road transport is a significant competitor to SSR due to 
the relatively short haul tasks required by our freight customers and SSR considers many of 
its existing freight contracts to be highly contestable with road transport.       
 
Due to seasonality and variability of locations where grain freight may be located for loading 
in regional locations, SSR is unable to commit to scheduled or contracted paths and as such, 
operates primarily on ad-hoc pathing arrangements.  This results in highly variable access 
requirements from year to year across all rail networks.  
 
As a niche rail operator, SSR has two primary concerns with the proposed IAU: 
 

1) Proposed ceiling rates. 
 

2) Proposed negotiate-arbitrate model. 
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Proposed Ceiling Rates 
 
The proposed ceiling rates are ridiculously high and show a total lack of consideration as to 
what rate increases freight owners can bear and the decimating impact these ceiling rates 
will have on the sustainability of the rail industry.   
 
Approval of these ceiling rates have the serious potential to force the shift of significant 
freight volumes from rail to road, to impact key industries such as agriculture, and go 
against the existing Government push of rail freight for the benefit of the economy and 
community.       
 
Proposed Negotiate-Arbitrate Model 
 
It is likely that ARTC will have significant bargaining power over SSR, as SSR competes not 
only with other rail operators but also other modes of freight transport.  As ARTC holds a 
monopoly characteristic over significant rail corridors, SSR considers itself to hold a weaker 
bargaining position with the likely result not being consistent with economic efficiency.  The 
current transparent published pricing schedule provides a level playing field for all rail 
operators as is strongly supported by SSR.    
 
The negotiate-arbitrate model is poorly suited to niche sized rail operators where timely or 
costly regulation and arbitration significantly impacts business operations, where the end 
result may harm freight customers due to rail operators exiting the market.       
 
ACCC Questions 
 
In response to key ACCC questions, SSR provides the following short answers: 
 

 
SSR does not believe that the proposed approach balances the interests of access seekers or 
the general public.  The ceiling price and negotiate-arbitrate model has the potential to shift 
freight from rail to road. 
 

 
SSR does not believe that the proposed level and structure of access prices encourages 
investment and believes that it will deter rail operators from investing due to the risk of 
ceiling prices being reach and making rail freight unviable.  Rail assets such as locomotives 
and rolling stock are a 30-year investment which operators are unlikely to make with the 
potential of such high ceiling rates. 



 
 
 

    
SSR does not believe that the proposal promotes effective and sustainable competition 
among above-rail operators as each operator will have individual negotiated pricing, rather 
than the current published access rates which places all operators on a level playing field.   
 

 
SSR does not believe the negotiate-arbitrate model is appropriate and has concerns over the 
weaker position that rail operators will be in during negotiations.  The model will reduce 
transparency as presently all operators work from standard published access rates.  A 
negotiate-arbitrate model may reduce competition due to the potential for uneven access 
rates which makes some rail operators uncompetitive when tendering for work. 
 

 
SSR is not seeking more flexible negotiation with ARTC and are satisfied with the current 
access rate arrangement.  SSR believes it will be in a weaker position than ARTC in regards 
to bargaining power under the proposed model. 
 

 
SSR doesn’t operate any services similar to the Indicated Service.  SSR’s primary train 
configurations are heavy axle load (23t) operating at 80km/h, being a standard/non-
scheduled freight or grain service.   
 

 
Ceiling prices are unacceptably high and will result in a significant loss of freight from the rail 
sector to the road sector. 
 
 
 
 
Kind Regards, 
 

 
Chris Jones 

Executive General Manager - Commercial, Rollingstock & Rail Safety 

Southern Shorthaul Railroad 


